Staying social in retirement years
produces great health benefits
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Marketing Correspondent special to
The Spokesman-Review

Alzheimer’s disease is
the sixth leading cause of
death in the United States,
and it may keep
getting worse.

By 2025, the
number of people
age 65 and older
with Alzheimer’s
disease is
estimated to reach
7.1 million, a 40
percent increase
from the 5.1 million
age 65
and older affected
in 2015.
While these statistics
may seem startling, there
is research that shows an
important factor in slowing
the onset dementia and
Residents at Riverview Retirement Community regularly take short trips, including this one to Pullman.
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socially active.
can be easier to stop engaging in once-loved
In fact, Alzheimer’s Australia shares that a history hobbies and interests than to try to work through
of being more socially active is associated with a
the challenges.
reduced risk of dementia.
That’s why Kathy Campbell, Lead Activities
Their website states, “People who participate
Coordinator, and her staff at Riverview Retirement
in more social activities, have larger networks of
Community, considers it an honor to assist in
friends and who feel less lonely have, on average, a enriching the lives of residents.
lower risk of developing dementia.”
She coordinates the activities for the assisted
Staying socially active can pose a challenge as
living and independent residents at the Riverview
seniors transition through the stages of retirement. Terrace and the independent residents at the
Whether it is loss of driving, health concerns or
Riverview Village.
relocation of friends in their network, sometimes it

“Having retired, many residents have special
‘when I have time’ lists that they want to
explore in a comfortable environment with a
circle of friends,” she said.
Careful thought and consideration goes in to
the social activity planning for the community.

almost everything, to our delight, including a
whitewater rafting trip.
One of the most unique trips for Campbell
was to Toppenish, Wash., where they went on
a wagon tour ride and learned about the
area’s history.
“We saw over 70 murals and discovered
“Riverview’s activity department the history of the area. We also visited their
does research by listening
train station and the only Hop Museum in the
United States at that time.”
and planning based on the
Barb and Lynn LaCombe enjoyed a summer
suggestions of the community
trip to Keller Ferry on Lake Roosevelt. “On the
way up to Republic, we saw a bear on the
members, searching
side of the road. A highlight for sure.
websites, reading local
We were able to relax and take in
eople
who
the sights in the comfort of our
papers, magazines
participate in more
Riverview bus.”
and through
social activities, have
Campbell said the trips are
area chamber
larger networks of
valuable.
friends and who feel
“They have encouraged
of commerce
less lonely have, on
people to take time to see life
organizations,”
average, a lower risk of
all around them and to grasp
developing
dementia.”
opportunities
to share their life’s
Campbell said.
journeys with others,” she said.
Short trips are offered, along
Keeping social connections and
with some half-day and full-day
activity alive all throughout the retirement
trips. In addition to regular outings and
years is proving ever more important. Not
activities in the greater Spokane area such as
only does it offer enriching experiences full
the theater, symphony and wineries, residents
of opportunities to learn new things, build
have gone to Leavenworth, enjoyed a St. Joe
relationships and enhance the quality of life
River day cruise, and a jet boat ride at Hells
… it can also help ward off dementia and
Canyon.
Alzheimer’s disease.
“Riverview truly has wonderfully diverse
For more Alzheimer’s disease resources visit
programs,” says 12-year resident Paul Liebl.
www.alz.org.
“My wife Edna and I have participated in

“P

For more information about Riverview Retirement
Community visit riverviewretirement.org or
call (509)483-6483.

